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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-8691 Rev. 

Do\lble-acattering measurements have been made which yielded all 

parameters necessary to deacrt.be completely the interaction of the deuteron 

with complex nuclei. Deuterons of 410 and 4ZO Mev were acattered from 

berylUum and carbon, respectively. Tenaor component• of polarization, 

which shoulcl appear in the acattering of apin-1 p&l'ticles and which were 

unobservable at low energies, were determined to be appreciably dt!lerent 

from' aero. The usual vector apin polarization normal to the plane of 

scattering waa foWld to reach a maximum of about 70~. The impulee 

· approximation waa employed to obtain eatimatel of deuteron croes section 

and polariz~,~~~,o~ the 'baaia of nucleon acatterlng data. 
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COMPLETE DETERMINATION OF POLARIZATION 
FOR A HIGH-ENERGY DEUTERON BEAM• 

Janice Button 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California 

and 

Ronald Mermod 

CERN. Geneva, Switzerland 

October 13, 1959 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UCR L-8961 Rev. 

Many studies have been made of the spin-orbit potential in nucleon 

interactions. 1 Expet"imental work on the scattet"ing of deuterons has been 

2 rather limited; Baldwin et al. measured cross sections and polarizations 

for various element& at 94, 125, and 157 Mev, but did not observe any of 

the "tensor component•" of polarization expected for a apin-1 particle. 

Stapp investigated extensively the application of the impulse approximation 

and from nucleon data obtained good predictions at 157 Mev of deuteron cross 

3 4 section, but not of polarization. • 

Scattering measurements at a deuteron energy above 400 Mev, avail-

able from the modified 184-in. cyclotron, seemed desirable to determine 

whether the tensor component& of polarization might be observable: further, 

a met.hod of u~ing magnetic bending between scatterings to separate the two 

component& of polarization appearing in the cos+ asymmetry was suggeated. 

Resulta of such experiments with high-energy deuterons are reported 

here. They concern the scattering by beryllium and carbon of two polarized 

beams having different tensor components resulting from different amounts of 

bending in a magnetic field. An anaJvsis is carried out on the basis of the 

impulse approximation and comparison made with Baldwin's results • 

• Work done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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n. THEORY 

The theory of polarization of the deuteron was first developed by 

Lakin5 and subsequently treated with a different formalism by Stapp. 3 With 

a spin-zero target nucleue, four independent matrices are necessary to specify 

the scattering matrix of nucleons having a two-dimensional spin space; simi-

larly, there must be nine linearly independent matrices to describe the scat

. tering ol deuterons, which have a three-dimensional spin space. The appli-

cation of parity and tUne-reversal restrictions reduces this number to five. 

For .the nucleons, the unit matrix and the three Pauli spin operators suffice, 

but for the deuteron t&ere must be included in the scattering matrix not 

only terms linear in the spin operators, but second-rank tensor terms .,s-
well. 

A convenient set of operators given by Lakin includes the unit matrix, 

two linear combinations o! spin operators, and three second-rank tensor products 

of apin operators, as· well as the Hermitian adjoint of three of these. The 

advantages of this particular representation are that these irreducible operators 

transform in apin space jlilst as the spherical harmonics tl"ansform in coordinate 

space, and further that the second-scattered intensity may be simply expressed 

in terms o£'lli~i'r expectation values. 

As functions of the usual spin-1 operators, those of Lakin are: 

Too = :t. 
T 11 = .f. .J37Z1(S -$S ), X " y 

T 10 = •J3]1:sz' 

Tzz =(~(Sx + iSY)z, 

T Zl = -(tJ37Z.) [<sx + iSt) Sz + Sz (Sx + iSY)], 

T ZO = (1/~(35! - Z), 

M + 
T J, .. M :~: (-) T JM • 

(1) 
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The T JM spin ope.ratora may be substituted for the R opera~~ra in 

6 the general expression for the differential cross section in second scattering, 

or for the expectation value of a spin operator after single scattering, 

1 't j.J. =- Tr MM R .• 
ni 

(3) 

Here n1 is the spin-space dimensionality of the initial system; M is the 

ecattering matrix; and ·Iu, is the differentiall3roas section for scattering of 

an unpolarized beam. 

Lakin chooses a coordinate system in which the y axis is the normal 

to the scattering plane, defined as kiXkf' and the z axis is the direction of 

motion of the once-scattered beam. See Fig. 1. He definea a general form 

l..or M'M and also for MM't on the basis of invariance arguments and obtains 
t~~)\\'1'.. . , •.. 

for the second-scattered intensity 

lz = IP (82, +I = lu (62 I [I + (T zo) i (T zo ) 2 + 2 (<IT 11 ) I (IT ll lz 
(4) 

cos+ + z (T zz) 1( T zz)z cosZ+ J . < T Z 1 ) 1 (T Z 1) Z 

where + ia the azimuthal angle between the normals to the two scattering 

planes • ( T JM) 1 represents the expectation value of the tensor operator T JM 

after scattering of an unpolarized beam at an angle 81 by Target 1; and (T JM) ~ 
le the same quantity for Target Z. 

The quantity (iT 11 ) is referred to as "vector polarization, " while 

the (T ZM) are components of ''tensor polarization" and are associated with a 

spin alignment rather than an orientation. The (T ZM) tensor may be represented 

by an elUpsoidal surface. See Appendix C and Fig. Z. 
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By arguments similar to those of Wolfenstein and Ashkin, 6 Stapp defines 

the most general scattering matrix satilifying invariance requirements as 
7 

M = a(8) + b(6) s1n1 + [ c(S) (n1nj - } 61J) + d(9) (PiPj - ~KJ) ] Sij" (5) 

This matrix is useful for estimating polarization components in the impulse 

approximation and also gives some understanding of the origin of the cj> dependence 

of terms in Ip (82 , cl»). 

If the coordinate system considered has ita y axis along the normal 

and its x and z axes in the plane of scattering, then (sy ) ia the only com

ponent of spin polarization produced in the scattering of an unpolarized beam: 

i.e. , ( Sx )!;::::, (s~ ) = 0. Further, it can be shown that the polarization tensor 

has one of ifif'"pr"lncipal axes along the y axis, or ( sysx) = ( sysz ) = o. 8 

In a double -scattering experiment, magnetic de!lec:tion between the 

two scatterings causes a transformation among the various ( T ZM) component. 

of polarization. Ae the z axis is defined by the momentum of the beam incident 
·.'ii_,:>;t '• • ' 

on the second target, the z and x axes are rotated by the magnetic field; 

further, the spin axes of the polarization tensor are caused to precess in a plane 

perpendicular to the field direction. For relativistic particle11, the latter 

effect must include the contribution of Thomas precession. 9 The deflection of 

the deuteron in the x-z plane is given by 

1 eH 
(A) t=-- t 

eye lotron 'Y m de 

1 
='Y 

eH 
Z'iilc: 

p 

1 
t = y (6) 

with t =time and y = (1 - !'2 
):

1
/

2 
(1'\ is positive for deuterons scattered 

left in a field directed along the positive y axis.) The precession of the 

spin or magnetic moment is 

"'precess t = [ ""d "'Larmor . + (l - 'I) "'cyclotron ] t, (7) 
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where !J.d is the magnetic moment of the deuteron in terms of the nuclear 

magneton. Thus the angle through which the x-z axes of the polarization 

tensor are turned relative to the final direction of motion z' is 10 

~ :;: ( W •Col) ) t : y (LL • 1 ) , 
precess cycl .-

1 = 1.22 (0.8565 - 1) :: - 0 , . (8) 

The effect of the magnetic-field deflection on the second-scattering cross 

section is determined by using ~ to calculate the rotated ( T ZM )' 1 quantities 

which replace the (T ZM) 1 in Eq. (4). 

or·., 

I )•, = !_ (~)1/Z Z ( ) 1 ( ) 1 Z ( ) \T 2.2. Z 2 sin ~ T 20 + Z sin Z ~ T 21 + Z (1 + coa ~) T 22 . 

One method of derivation is given in Appendix B. 11 The equivalent ellipsoid 

rotation is discussed in Appendix C. 

::. .. ·,,·,.· .... 
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III. EXFlERIMENT UCRL-8691 Rev. 

A double scattering is necessary to determine the polarization 

components produced in scattering an unpolarized beam of particles. The 

cross section for deuteron second scattering may be written 

IP (Bz,+l = Iu (Bzl [1 +d + e coo+ +f coa Z+], 

where the parameters d, e, and f contain products of the polarization 

(10) 

components which would be produced by scatterings of unpolarized beams at 

the first and at the second targets. (See Eq. (4).) 

The usual double scattering is not sufficient, however, to separate 

the (iT 11 ) and ( T 21 ) parts of the parameter e. To do this, it is necessary 

to perform second scatterings of two different polarized beams, one of which 

has been appreciably changed by the action of a large magnetic field between 

first and second scatterings. 

An essential part of the work reported here was the use of the magnetic 

field of the cyclotron to produce two external beams of differing polarization. 

The first target scattered left from a position close to the exit channel; the 

second was located some 230 deg back of the first and scattered to the right a 

beam which passed through the position used for the first target. The 

magnitude of scattering angle and the momentum selected were the same in 

both cases. See Figs. 3 and 4. 

Measurements with beryllium targets were made at an energy of 

410 Mev with an internal scattering angle of 11 deg. A later set with carbon 

targets was at an energy of about 4ZO Mev and a first-scattering angle of 

10 deg. Second-scattering angles ranged from 6 to 18 deg and included the 

diffraction minimum. z Unlike the results of Baldwin et al. at lower energies, 

the cross-section parameters d, e, and f were all found to differ considerably 

from zero; the angular dependence of each was similar for beryllium and 

carbon. 
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An attempt was made to scatter a beam from a target in the steering 

magnet in order to eliminate the effecta of the magnetic field and perhaps 

some systematic errors. However, this was found impractical because of 

an appreciable high-energy tail and also considerable low-energy contamination. 

An estimate was made from BalckriMa data that the scattering angle 

for maximum polarization at 400 Mev would be 10 or 11 deg. To avoid 

regenerator action but obtain maximum energy, 81 inches was chosen as the 

greatest permissible radius. These choices of scattering angle and radius 

then determined the target azimuthal position and the momentum of the 

scattered beam, which were well defined by the exit channel because of the 

steep field gradients of the regenerator and magnetic-channel regions. 

6 Orbits showed that a beam of Hp = 1. 70X10 gauss -in. scattered left at 

11 deg from a target at 74 deg azimuth and that a beam scattered right at 

11. deg from Z10 deg a~Jimuth passed into the exit tube and through the beam

defining pre'm·agnet collimator. (See Target d and Target m in Fig. 3.) 

The~~iite'rtaintiea in scattering angle arising from target-positioning 

errors, from radial oacillations of the circulating beam, and from the momentum 
j~~jfH..t·:;.:.{,,,,; . :-

acceptance of the premagnet collimator gave a total rms uncertainty· in angle 

of 0.50 deg for Target d and 0.60 deg for Target m. 

The radial position of a copper collimator ("probe"), put at 105-deg 

azimuth to stop regenerated beam and pass scattered beam, served as an 

experimental check on the orbit of the deuterons scattered by Target d. 

See Fig. 5. The azimuthal position of Target m was optimized after the 

105-deg probe was set as earlier required by the beam from Target d. 

The premagnet collimator (cp in Fig. 3) had a ZX3-in. (horizontal:"'by-

vertical) opening. The snout collimator (c in Fig. 3) was 1 in. in diameter 
8 

and 46 in. long. With l-in. -thick internal targets, polarized beam intensities 

were about 105 /aec. 
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A range curve of the beam scattered from the beryllium Target d 

showed it to have an energy of 410 z Z.S Mev. See Fig. 6. The energy of the 

• beam from Target m was 411 z 4.3 Mev. The degraded regenerated (unpolarized) 

beam matched the polarized beams well with an energy of 410 z Z.1 Mev. 
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Because of· changes in the cyclotron magnetic field caused by a short 

in the main-field windings, the internal scattering angle in the later carbon 

measurements could be only approximately estimated as 10 deg. Energies of 

the polarized·beams from Targets d and m were 416 and 4ZZ Mev, respectively, 

with energy spreads comparable to those for the earlier measurements. 

Degrading of the regenerated beam wae accomplished by placing several 

inches of polyethylene absorber at the entrance to the snout collimator. It 

was not attempted to match polarized and unpolarized beams exactly in energy 

and energy spreads. Greater v•Jues of d and f required less concern over 
· ··.··· Z 1Z 

such techniques than in the experiment of Bald~in et al. ' 

The scattering ta'&ile used was similar to that described in a report of 

earlier polarization work by Chamberlain et al. 
1 

Rigidity of the apparatus was 

such that counter misalignment caused by rotation should not have given more 

than a O.OZ-deg error in 62 • Unlike the situation in nucleon scattering, the 

0.1•deg error in the setting of this polar angle 6z could produce errors in the 

deuteron c:r~~~·~.section parameters, since the ratio of polarized to unpolarized 

cross sections entered into the determination of each quantity. 

The second target was generally 1/Z in. or 3/4 in. thick. · The\counter 
\ 

telescope consisted of three plastic scintillator& viewed by 1PZ 1 photomultiplier 
I. 

tubes; the defining counter measured 1 X6 in. and was placed 43.5 in. fro~ 
\\ 

the target. Sufficient copper absorber was put between Counters 1 and Z t~'\~top 
\ 

most of the inelastically scattered deuterons, the amount being varied sligi\tly 
\ \ 

with •cattering angle to compensate for changing recoil loss in the target. 'l'he 

rms uncertainty in the angle 8 due to multiple scattering, to finite counter ' 

' width, and to beam width was 0. 75 deg. \ 
\ 

I 1 

' ;:. 
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Alignment was accomplished by taking x-ray pictures of the beam 

at the front and back of the table and by comparing counting rates both 

horizontally and vertically at small values of 6. The estimated alignment 

accuracy was 0.06 deg with the x-ray pictures and 0.03 deg with the counters. 

In scattering measurements, an argon..;filled ion chamber was used 

13 
as monitor, with a "multiplication factor" of 1240 for 410-Mev deuterons. 

The counting procedure was first to check the alignment by measuring the 

unpolarized beam cross section Iu at an angle of 11 deg with + = 0 deg (left), 

90 deg (up), 180 deg (right), and 270 deg (down) and then to measure other 

Iu (62) at + = 0. Polarized beam measurements were made at the four 

azimuthal eettings for every 62• Results near 62 = 6 1 were determined 

especially carefully, as the (T JM ) (61) values obtained from these were 

to be used in finding ( T JM) (6) from measurements at other 62 • 

Three cou~ting rates were measured at each (6, +) setting: "target in" 

with normal delay, "target in" with 76 m.,a.sec delay added to one counter, and 

"target out". Accidental coincidences were generally about 5% of the normal

delay measurements, while the background was about 10~. 

Results for the polarized and unpolarized beams at the :Various + 
angles weJ"e used to obtain the desired cross-section paranldlers14 at each 

angle 62 : 

\ 

\( 11) 

\ 

'\ 
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(The subscripts designate the angle + or refer to polarized or unpolarized 

measurements. ) The plot of polarized-beam cross section vs azimuthal 

angle at 82 = 8 deg, Fig. 7, shows a large left-right asymmetry. The asymmetry 

equal to e/(1 + d + f) and that equal to f (1 + d) are given with statistical errors 

for beryllium and carbon scatterings in Table I. 

Because each of the desired quantitiea. (I +d)p:!! aid f contained the 

ratio between polarized and unpolarized erose sections, a serious problem 

arose. Extrapo!a:UDna to zero telescope absorber were found to differ by 

about lOo/o for the polarized and unpolarized beams and to produce a considerable 

effect in the value of d. It was concluded t~t the various beams were not 

f~"'''"''···· ·' ·equally free from low-energy particles and that the ionization chamber could 

'J::! . 

f·t" .. , ....... ,_ ·. ",) 

Jl...:··:_-o.Y"; ·""" ,·,-. ·•· 
~~i·;.t~~f'l':'! ·. •· 

not be relied upon for absolute measurements needed for the computation of 

accurate cross sections. 

As an alternative to the use of absolute cross sections, the assumption 

was made that the average polarized and unpolarized cross sections should be 

F ) z equal ~t 6 deg (theory predicting that \ T 20 should go to zero like sin 8); and 

the unpolarized cross section was normalized to the polarized for all 8. Figure 

8 show& the angular dependence of the quantities d, e, an~ f which were 

obtained both by normalization and extrapolation of erose sections. The 

unpolarized erose sections as functions of scattering angle are given in Fig. 9. 

The ratios of counting rate at the energy threshold to that at the average 

energy of the elastic peak (see Fig. 6) were compared for 8 : 0 and 10 deg 

<+ = 0). The amount by which they differed indicated that at 10 deg there was 

an 8o/o ine laatic contamination of the beam above the energY. *hreshold. 

Errors in d, e, and f derived chiefly from three sources: statis-

tics of counting, comparison of polarized and unpolarized beams, and mis· 

alignment of the scattering apparatus. These are given with values of d, 

e, and f in Table II. Also, the uncertainty in internal scattering angles 

gave about aero error in the quantity (iT 11 ) . 
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Table L. 

Asymmetries in polarized-beam scatterin 

Here e/(1+d+f) is the usual "left-right" asymmetry 

i ' 

f/(1+d) ie "horizontal-vertical" asymmetry. 
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Dee target Meson target 

e/(l+d+f) 

0.411 :1: .016 

0.555 :1: .014 

0.43Z :t: .OZ4 

0.3ZZ :t: .016 

12° O.Z94 :!: .034 

14° O.Z13 :t .03Z 

16° 

Carbon 
60 
80 

90 

110 

13° 

16° 

18° 

0.3ZO * .013 

0.40Z :t: .OZ1 

0.3Z9 :t: .OZ3 

0.167 •• 030 

0.114 •• 047 

0 .lli7·0 :t: .018~ 

f/(i +d) 

-0.003 :t: .01Z 

0.055 :1: .009 

0.070 :t: .oz 1 

0.069 :1: .01Z 

--0.073 :t: .OZ5 

0.105 :t: .OZ4 

., " .. 

0.040 :t: .010 

0.096 :1: .OZ4 

0.1Z5 :1: .019 

0.095 * .ozs 

o.ozz If: .035 

0.089 * .075 

e/(l+d+f) 

0.487 :t: .013 

0.56Z :t .011 

0.488 :l: .016 

0.448 :t: .o 10 

0.31Z :t .OZZ 

0.185 :t: .OZ6 

O.Z06 :t .030 

0.444 •• 010 

0.458 :1: .OZ3 

O.Z58 * .OZ6 

O.Z01 :t: .033 

O.Z1Z :t: .040 

0.18Z :t: .04Z 

f/(1+d) 

0.050 :J: .008 

0.041 :t: .008 

0.078 :t: .01Z 

0.065 :t: .010 

0.085 * .017 

0.087 :t: .ozo 

0.101 ::t: .OZ4 

\ 
I 

\ 

0.035 * .009 

. . ' . 
\ 

0.054 •• 017 

0.098 :t: .OZ1 

o.069 * .o~ 
\•, 

0.065 * .030 
' 

0.105 * .035 

I 
i 

! 
I 
i 

( 
f·.r \. 1 

'I 
; ; I 

i' 

i 
/ 

' I 

f 
/ 

~· 

\ 

\ 
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Table II A. 

Cross-section parameters with total errors for scattering from beryllium at 410 Mev 

Dee -target scattering 

Error in i 1 Error in e 
d Error in fd 

e2 statistics normal- misalign• d+6d statistics normal- misalign- e + Le statistics normal- misalign- f+M 
rms rms rms 

ization ment ization ment ization ment ----
60 0.0629 0.0615 0.0016 0.00 ± .088 0.0305 0.0253 0.0252 0.411 ± .047 0.0127 0.0002 0.0016 -0.003 ± .013 

80 0.0204 0.0611 0.0070 -0.006 ± .065 0.0146 0.0359 0.0186 0.583 ± .043 0.0099 0.0031 0.0070 0.050 ± .013 

10° 0.0437 0.0636 0.0048 0.034± .077 0.0279 0.0287 0.0163 0.467±.043 0.0156 0.0044 0.0048 0.072 ± .017 

11 ° 0.0208 0.06 70 0.0029 0.090 ± .070 0.0194 0.0231 0.0130 0.376 ± .033 0.0131 0.0046 0.0029 0.075 ± .014 

12° 0.0527 0.0687 0.002 9 0.117±.087 0.0636 0.0217 0.0132 0.354 ± .068 0.0411 0.0050 0.0029 0.081 ± .041 

14° 0.0731 0.0687 0.0013 0.117±.100 0.0543 0.0156 0.0083 0..254 ± .05 7 0.0371 0.006 7 0.0013 0.109±.038 

Meson-target scattering 

Error in dm '- Error in e 
m 

Error in fm 

60 0.0620 0.0615 0.0027 0.00 ± .087 0.0336 0.0314 0.0267 -0.510±.053 0.0083 0.0030 0.002 7 0.050 ± .009 

80 0.0152 0.0707 0.0068 0.149±.073 0.0149 0.0413 0.0214 -0.671 ± .049 0.0092 0.0029 o:oo68 0.047 ± .012 

10° 0.04 70 0.0759 0.0055 0.234 ± .089 0.0326 0.0399 0.0200 -0.650 ± .055 0.0151 0.0059 0.0055 0.096 ± .017 

11° 0.0208 0.0769 0.0047 0.250 ± .080 0.0177 0.0374 0.0174 -0.609 ±. 045 0.0119 0.0051 0.004 7 0.083 ± .014 

12° 0.0660 0 .. 0860 0.0043 0.398 ± .109 0.0390 0.0291 0.0153 -0.473 ± .051 0.0240 0.0073 0.0043 0.119±.025 

14° 0.0826 0.0785 0.0020 0.277±.114 0.0406 0.0159 0.0109 -0.259 ± .045 0.0263 0.0079 0.0020 0.128±.027 

16° 0.0959 0.0841 0.0011 0.367± .128 0.0492 0.0192 0.0078 -0.312± .. 053 0.0341 0.0085 0.0011 0.137 ± .035 

"! ,, 
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Table II B. 

Cross -section parameters with total errors for scattering from carbon at 420 Mev 

Dee -target scattering 

Error in d Error in e 
d 

Error in fd 

82 statistics normal- misalign- d+6d statistics normal- misalign- e +L:e statistics normal-
ization ment 

rms ization ment 
rms 

ization 

60 0.0214 0.0214 0.0054 0.00 ± .031 0.0162 0.0071 0.0452 0.333 ± .049 0.0098 0.0009 

80 0.0290 0.0224 0.0088 0.046 ± .038 0.0297 0.0099 0.0406 0.461±.051 0.0241 0.0022 

90 0.0352 0.0229 0.0098 0.068 ± .043 0.0342 0.0085 0.0409 0.396 ± .054 0.0210 0.0028 

11° 0.0321 0.0234 0.0050 0.094 ± .040 0.0367 0.0043 0.0317 0.201 ± .049 0.0266 0.0022 

13 ° 0.0441 0.0219 0.0019 0.023 ± .049 0:0495 0.0026 0.0196 0.119±.053 0.0352 0.0005 

16 ° 0.0858 0.023 7 0.0002 0.109 ± .089 0.1016 0.0044 0.0104 0.205 ± .102 0.0797 0.002 l 

Meson-tar~et scattering 

Error in dm Error in e m Error in fm 

60 0.0165 0.0165 0.0078 0.00 ± .025 0.0151 0.0071 0.0370 -0.442 ± .041 0.0094 0.0007 

90 0.0309 0.0200 0.0083 0.200 ± .038 0.0366 0.0091 0.0252 -0.555 ± .045 0.0273 0.0010 
110 0.0285 0.0215 0.0035 0.284± .036 0.0378 0.0060 0.0182 -0.363 ± .042 0.0287 0.0019 

13° 0.0519 0.0308 0.0037 0.424 ± .060 0.052 7 0,0066 0.02 74 -0.306 ± .060 0.035 7 0.0021 

16 ° 0.0597 0.0311 0.0013 0.440 ± .067 0.0646 0.0070 0.0109 -0.326 ± .066 0.0430 0.0020 

18° 0.1188 0.0304 0.0008 0.407±.123 0.0722 0.0061 0.0031 -0.281 ± .072 0.0499 0.0032 

_,\ 

,,. 

misalign- f+N 
ment 

rms 

0.0054 0.040±.011 

0.0088 0.101 ± .026 

O.O:J98 0.133 ± .023 

0.0050 0.104± .027 

0.0019 0.023 ± .035 

0.0002 0.099 ± .080 

0.0077 0.024±.012 

0.0080 0.061 ± .028 

0.0035 0.113 ±.029 

0.0037 0.098 ± .036 

0.0013 0.093 ± .043 

0.0008 0.149 ± .050 
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That accidental& were correctly subtracted was verified by obtaining 

the same cross-section values at several beam levels. Measurements at 4> 

angles of 4S, 135, ZZS, and 315 deg were consistent with those at the usual 

angles. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

Measurements of cross sections for each of the two polarized beams 

gave values of 

d= } ) t 

\T ZO l (T ZO) Z ' 

e = 2 [<IT 11 )I (iTu)z -(Tz1)~ ( T Zl >z ] . 
f = z ( T ZZ ) ~ ( T 22 ) ! ' 

where primes indicate transformation of the original tensor polarization 

components by action of the cyclotron field. The usual horizontal asym-

(1 Z) 

metry in second scattering differed in sign for the beams from Target d and 

Target m (see Fig. 4). Further, the (ur11 ) and ( T Zl) are odd functions 

of scattering angle 6. Thus, the Targef_,'m as)rmmetry was given by 

with all expectation values defined for left scattering and ( T z 1) 1 calculated 

for positive ~. 

To eliminate (tT 11 ) products from the e parameters obtained by 

experiment, the expression for the quantity ed was added to that for em to 

give 
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This expre1slon with the lour remaining experimental quantities gave a 

system ol quadratic equations for the determining of the ( T ZM) at 82 = s1• 

To illustrate the method of calculation, the scatterings from carbon 

targets with 81 = 10 deg and with 62 = 10 and 9 deg will be considered. Cross

section values obtained by using Target d with 81 = 62 = 10 deg were: 

15 
10 = 333 counts per unit beam, 

190 = Z3Z, 

1180 = 209, 

1270 = ZOS; 

and the unpolart.zed cross section was 

I = 212 counts per unit beam. 
u 

As the average polarized cross section and unpolarized cross sections at 

6 deg gave a ratio of 

(15) 

(16) 

the value of Iu (10°) was normalized to 2Z5 •. The cross-section parameters 

then obtained for 92 = 10 deg were 

dd = 2451225 - 1 = 0.088 

ed = (333-209) I 2X225 = 0.276, (17) 

1- = (333+209-232-205) I 4XZZS = 0.117. 

By a similar procedure, parameter~• for scattering of the polarised beam from 

the meaon target were found to be 

dm = 0.250, 

em= 0.470, 

m 
f = 0.092. 

(18')\ 

\ 
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Knowledge of the effective anale of spin rotation for beams from Targets d 

and m, -9.4 and +39 deg, respectively, then gave the rotated tensor components of 

Eq. (9)~d the following qua<lratic expressions for the measured paratnetera: 
. . 

dd • (o.936(T 20) + 0.494 (T Zl )+ 0.052 ( T zz ) )I ( T zo ) 2 , 

dm = (o.1s8 (T20). l.zz(T~1 ) + o.6B7 (Tzz) ), (T20 ) 2• (191 

ed = (·O.Z47 (Tz~+0.91S (T2.)+ Uoz(T2z))1 (T21 ) z + z(ITu) I (!T 1;)z, 

etc. 

With elimination of the iT 11 , em and ed gave 

em+ ed = -0.188 = (O.sss(T20 ) • 1.04 (T21 ) • 0.6~8 (T22 )) 1 (T21) 2 (ZO) 

The values of the unknown (T 2M) best fitting the above three equations and the 

remaining two f equations were 

(rr 
20

) (10°) • ;t o.405, 

( T Zl) (10°) = * O.ZiS, 

( 1' 22 ) (1~~) = 1' 0.235. 

(21) 

The rotated ( T ZM )e (10°) given by the expressions in parentheses of Eq. (19) 
' .·. ' . ; .·,.~ 

were then calculated and the appropriate d, e,' or f value used to determine 

the( T ZM) for other 82 anglea. Thus at 9 deg, with dd ::,0.068, 

( T 20) (9°) = o.o6s/+ o.zot = + o~338. (ZZ) 

m This value was averaged with that from d = 0.200, 

0 20) (9°) = 0.200/+ o.617 = + 0.324, (23) 

for the f.inal re1ult. 
\ 

d m . 
The d and d quantities were subject to coneiderable error; however• 

IBM calculations 1howed that the more accurate measurements of e and f were 
·, 

dominant ln the analyeis and served to determine (T 20 ) (61) to 3~ accuracy \. 

even if the d measuremenfBwere ignored. .,\ 
)·. 

; \.: 
. \~ 

' 
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As the system of equations for the ( T ZM) (61) was overdetermined, 

a least-aquartu analysis, similar to the Fermi pion-nucleon phase -shift 

calculation, 16 was used. Thia required the determination of that combination 

of ( T ZM) values for which 

M = 2: 
l 

( 

i i ) z X •X exp calc 
tJ. xi 

exp 

(Z4) 

was a minimum. Here xi represents the experimental or calculated cross

i section parameter and I.:J. x the associated error. 

Results of the search program are given in Table m. Four possible 

seta of ( T JM )<6{~ values were found, as the quadratic nature of the equations 

left absolute signs in doubt and some crosa-tuma were small so that certain 

relative liigns were not definitely dete~mined. 

The M value 4asociated with each set of solutions and also the 

probability for !indlng M larger than this value are given in Table W. 

17 
For a good fit. M should be about 2. 

The search program was carried out only in those odanta of ( T lM ) 

space indicated by hand calculation as con~aini,ng solutions. To verify tha.t 

the four seta of solutions of Cases A and B represented all possible ones, 

the fd /Z equation, which had a negligible coeUicient for the( T·z0)(T 1.2.) 
term, was used to plot curves of ( T l.l) vs ( T Zl) on which any solution had 

to lie for an arbitrary value of ( T 20) • Then M was computed for successive 

points along the curves. The points at which minima were found corresponded 

very closely to the A and B solutions. 

The rms errors in the ( T ZM) were found by computing the diagonal 

elements of the inverse of the error matrix. 18 As shown in Table lll, the 

largest of these was about ZO%. 
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Table W. 

Best-fit T JM) values and associated M values for 61 = 62 , 

determined with croas -section parameter a calculated from 

normalized measurements. (Solutions with the aame magnitudes 

but opposite signa for the (T ZM) components are also possible.) 

Beryllium (6 z 11 °) 0 Carbon (9 = 10 ) 

Case A Case B Case A Case B 

With systematic: and statistical 

errors in d1 e 1 and f 

(T~o) -0.305 :t:.070 -0.446 :t:.OSO -0.420 :t.090 -0.405 •• 030 

(Tz1) +0.21 0 ::1:.025 +0.215 :'=.035. +0.230 e.OlO +0.255 :t:.026 

(T22) +0.230 :1:.012 -0.185 •.015 +0.260 •• 025 -0.235 •.014 

(tT11) ::1:0.494 ::~:.012 &0.502 e.OlO :t:0.425 :1:.024 :11:() .465 1!:.020 

--------------------··-·-····-----------------------------------------------·----
M 

Q(>M) 

7.61 

0.02 

With statistical error in d, 

( T 20) -0.402 :1:.022 

(T21 ) +0.233 :1:.013 

(Tz2) +o.zo6 •• o1o 

(tT 11) :~:.:0.498 •• oo7 

3.43 

0.18 

.. o .. us •. oo7 

+0.257 •.018 

-0.196 :t:.009 

:!:().515 :t:.007 

31.3 

-o 

·0.450 :t:.038 

+0 .226 •.026 

+0.244 :t:.OZ 1 

:1:0.430 !1:.014 

·1.80 

0.41 

-0.405 •• 015 

+0.270 :t:.026 

·0.240 •.011 

:1:0.465 :t:.014 

-------··------·---·------------------·------···-------·-·---··-------·---~-----· 
38.4 

0 

14.3 

.003 

z. 7.3 

0 

a ·. These results differ more from the systematic fits than tluey should because the 

· relativistic: Thomas precession effect was not included in calculating the rotated 

tensor components. 

Z..Ol 

.36 

,r ~. 
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By considering the limitations on the possible statistical weights 

5 of the pure states of polarization, Lakin was able to impose a restriction 

on the ( T JM} components resulting from singl~ scattering such that any 

possible state must fall within a truncated cone defined in Lakin's coordinate 

system by the inequa~ity . r ' i'· l- - ] 
I . 'z. ' I' ( ,;Z. I. \ z 
\T 10 ; +, .. .JT \T~z. , ~ 1/3 \Tzo; + ..rr . 

\ ~ 

(~5) 

Without including error estimates, the ineq~ality ie satisfied only for the 

Cas~ B solution with negative ( T zol. 
Predictions o{ tensor-component signs are possible also through use 

~~ the impul~e approximation. In the first .orn ~pproximation, ( T 20) and 

(T22 ) may be calculated from E;s. (Z5) and (ZS) ci'~.the Stapp article. At 

~all angles, they assume forms proportional to 81. and can be estimated · 

from nucleon scattering data aa 

( T zo> • • 0.16 and (T z.z. J = - O.ZZ. ··for 8 = 4 deg (lab). (1.6) 

These values again substantiate the choice of the Caee B solution. 

An examination of the physics of the scattering process helps further 

to determine the ( T Z.M) signs. (Such an argutri~nt has been appealed to 

before in choosing the sign of( iT 11 ) posit~ve,.op t,he basis of lh~fh .. model 

spin-orbit coupling. )19 The occupation of the m
8 

= 0 state associated with 

the y axis in the usual coordinate ay~ can be shown to dUfer from the 

unpolarized value of 1/3 by an amount 

1/3 .. N (0)/N :a 1/3 (3 (s~) ·- ;1.·{ 

0 .. ; ~(T .) .. ..!._(T 
0
J 

',;fj z,., 3 ,rz:- z (Z7) 

! ' 

"' ., 
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For the sign combination of Case A, N(O) /N ia very close to 1/3, while for 

Case B, it is 0.55 for poeitive or 0.10 for negative ( T 20 J . The last of 

these appe/a.rs most reasonable. Spin-orbit couplq should cause spin-up 

particles to be preferentially scattered left, but have no ef!ect on particles 
... J 

with ms = 0; however, the absolute fractional occupation of the latter state 
. J 

should tn fact be decreased by a left scattering • 

. · The parameter d is observed to increase from near zero to appreciable 

positive values as 6 increases. This behavior might be explained in a simple 

,c la.jaical picture by supposing the polarized beam to have a predominant spin 
((I '. • ·, 

la~gnment transverse to the direction of motion and thus a greater effective 

/ geometrical cross section. 
' ' 

\ 
This argument does not support Case A, but 

·J i 

/ /indicates the correctness of the negative T ZO Case B solution, for which 

/f···( z) ,. Z\ ! Z"-
)' I\ / Sx = 0.63, ( Sy; = 0.90, and\ Sz ) = 0.48. 

; /:i{l ·~ With the negative (T ~o\ Case B solutions for ( T "M) (8 1) selected, 
Jl .r/r;-1 . '" '" 

/~·/:{)'/ the ( T ZM) for the other 8 were calculated. Averages of, Target d and Target 
I ·~· jf, <!~\ m results are plotted with total errors in Figs. 10 and 11. 

· ''~·~fy·~' The internally consistent beryllium results and carbon results, which 
::~··;tl~( ' 
I . ~ 

I!'\. : 
.,1 I I~ 

j i 
I ! 

., 
l:i, 

! '\ 
I 
i 
h 
s 

weil'e obtained under aomewhat different conditions, were checked by comparing 

calculated with measured parameters at several anglee 82 in a beryllium-

carbon double scattering. For only one quantity out of eight examined was the 

difference between calculated and meaaured values greater than the experimental 

error. 
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V. IMPULSE APPROXIMATION 

The matrix describing the scattering ol nucleons by complex nuclei 

may be expressed as 

M = g(K) + h(K) a · n, (28) 

with K the momentum transfer. The quantities g(K) and h(K) take the following 

forms in Born approximation (provided 
V (r) 

8 

V c(r) 

h(K) = i ~ kz sin9'?g(~)<} 

= constant): 

1 v 8 Co>l 
I v c(o)!' 

(Z9) 
'• ':'· 

.,· J~~~l/f:~<-~''i 
/~fl\!f,(<l~i';'""'''"·''" where V c(r) is the complex central potential, V 

8
(r) ie the spin-orbit potential, 

y 
. , 

~· ·r 

,'f. ( 

,. 

'{ 

' ' 

m is the mass of the nucleon, and )..c is the proton Compton wavelength • 

The impulse approximation in deuteron scattering imp}ies the use of a 

Hamiltonian containing the interaction between the two nucleons, the nucleon

nucleus interaction V 1 for Nucleon 1, and a similar interaction for Nucleon z. 
.Then, with the assumption that V 1 ie equal to V Z' the scattering matrix in 

i 

Born approximation becomes 

( m~') (( *c )·-ikt•(l/ZJ(rt+rz) 
Md z\ Zwbz )) drl drz X rlz e . 

[
. · ] tk1 • (t/z)<i 1 +rz> V('r 1) + V(rz) x (r 12) e (30) 

• l !/~~;) [ Zgd(lt) + bd (It, k) i · -;; ] . 

., 
·._ .. 

. ' ~·._; 
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The sticking factor f(K) repreaents the probability of the deuteron' a staying 

zo 
intact during the scattering process. 

The gd (K) and hd (K) of the deuteron acatterb~g matrix can be expressed 

in terms of the nucleon scattering amplitudes as 

gd(K) • ( :: ) In (K), 

There reeult the formulae, 

sin 8d 

sin 8 
n 

~ = f(KI [ •lad lz + (Z/31 ihd lz]. 

(31) 

(3Z) 

Calculations for deuteron cross sections and polarization components 

were carried out with the use of nucleon scattering amplitudes obtaineciHrom 

Zl • ZZ Hainer at Rochester and BJorklund at Livermore. Both had utilized a 

Woods -Saxon potential to fit experimental data, but with somewhat differiug,\ 

parameters. (See Table UI.) The Hafner amplitudes approximated nucleon 

erose sections much better than those ol Bjorklund. 
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The deuteron cross sections as calculated with Hafner proton ampli· 

tudes were larger than experimental measurements by a factor of five or 

six at small angles. Results with Bjorklund proton and neutron amplitudes 

.dropped too rapidly with angle; but they were very similar, as imaginary 

amplitudes~ unaffected by Coulomb interference, were much larger than real 

amplitudes. Thus. it was assumed that neutron amplitudes were unnecessary 

in the calculations done with the Hafner data. 

Calculations including the deuteron D state were done with the formulae ... \; 

of Stapp. 4 Although the D state sho.uld cont~ib~te tensor terms to the scattering 

matrix, results differed inappreciably from those fo» the S-state wave function 

alone. 

Tensor terms of the scattering matrix arise also from simultaneous 

scattering of both particles in the deuteron, which gives a contribution to 

the transition-matrix element proportional to V 1 V 2 , in addition to the linear 

combination of V 1 and V 2 of the usual impulse approximation. 4 Inclusion of 

simultaneous scattering by use of Stapp's formulae in calculations at 410 and 

420 Mev reduced beryllium and carbon cross sections to within a factor of 

2.S to 3 of experiment a~ small angles and brought agreement at moderate 

angles. However, it gave rather poor results for tensor components of 

polarization. Predicted T 21 values were much smaller than experimental 

•.. " . results. (See Figs. 10 and 11.) Near the diffraction minimum, it appeared 

that the assumptions made by Stapp that the amplitudes for nucleon scattering 

did not change phase rapidly with angle were not valid. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Results for cross aection and for polarization components were 

found very similar for beryllium and carbon, the polarization dependence 

on angle being somewhat more compressed for the latter. The vector 

polarization (iT 11 ) ia plotted in Fig. ll as a function of the qu•ntity KA l/3 

for low and high energies of scattering with beryllium and carbon targets. 

At the higher energies, it was found to reach a maximuma$£ about 8 deg 

such that ( Sy ) polarization was about 75% for beryllium and 65% for carbon. 

The (iT 11 )values showed slight evidence of the usual diffraction-minimum 

behavior observed in nucleon scattering. 

Besides demonstrating the effects of spin-orbit coupling, complete 

knowledge of the.Jfo'n&or components in deuteron polarization provides a 

useful tool for the determination of transition amplitudes in the reaction 

+ 23 p+p-w +d and hence for restrictiona on p-p scattering phase shifts. 

Deuterons of 435 Mev would be produced by this reaction with the 740-Mev 

protons available at the cyclotron; however, a determination of deuteron 

polarization using the known analyzabilities of carbon or beryllium at 410 

and 420 Mev would be of value only if the formalism assuming S- and P-wave 

24 + production were revised. Useful information in the analysis of the p+p-w +d 

reaction at a proton energy of 415 Mev could be obtained by scattering 

deuterons at an energy of 420 Mev, degrading, and analyzing at a much 

25 lower energy of 235 Mev. As other necessary data are already known, 

restrictions on p-p scattering phase shifts would then be determined at 415 

Mev. 
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APPENDIX A. LAKIN INEQUALITY 

In a coordinate system with the z axis along the normal to the 

scattering plane, the pure states of polarization may be described by 

lfll = X 0 • 

+z = Ax +1 + B X -1 • 

• * 1113 = B X+ 1 - A X -1 • 

with x+l' x 0 • and x_ 1 the eigenstates of Sz. If these states have 

statistical weights of ~ 1 • ~Z • and ~ 3 • the density matrix has the form 

p = 

-
~Az+~Bz 

l 3 

0 

I * l (~z - ~3) A B 

Equating terms in this matrix to those in the 

choosing A and B to be real gives 

0 

~1 

0 

representation and 

1/3 (I+ if ( T10 ) + ..[ 7 (Tzo) )= ~2 A2 
H.3 B

2 
o 

1/3 ( 1- Ji ( T 10) +or+ (T20 >) = ~3 A2 
H 2 B

2 
o 

(Tzz> =,.,J3(~z- ~3) AB. 

Oliviously, then, since (~2 - ~3 )2 -' .('> .. 2 + X.j~~g there results 

( T 10) z +[.tz ( T zz)J z ~ 1/3 [ (T zo) + ,,-z} . 
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APPENDIX B. ROTATION OF THE POLARIZATION TENSOR BY A MAGNETIC FIELD 

The simplest method for transforming the ( T JM) is to express the 

s1sj in terms of th" T JM and to carry out a~ orthogQnatlt transformation 

representing rotation through the angle >-.. (.:~ = (~·1) 'l· See Fig. 4.) Just 

as a spin vector expressed in the x-y·z coordinate system can be transformed 

for rotation about the y axis by taking 
,!'--

t.,· 1 cos >-. 0 -sin>-. ;sx 
-' * s :: 0 1 0 '· =AS, y 

sin >-. 0 COB~ s z 

so the tensor spin products can be transformed with the same matrix~ 

-- ' One obtains (55) in terms of the original SS (T JM)eUments and 

trigonometric functions of ~. Equating the expressions for each element 

- - ' of (55) then gives the formulae included in Baldwin's appendix (though with 

opposite signs for the sin 2~ terms). For example, 

< ) t ) r ( 1 ) 1 /Z < \ (l ) 1 /Z< ( 1 ) 
-Z T 11 = l - l T z()l + 3, T 2;; ~ sin 2 ~ 

Thus, 

(T 21 ) ' = (T 20)(}) (i-} 112 
sin n + (T 21) cos n -( T 2z)(ij sin n. 
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APPENDIX C. POLARIZATION ELLIPSOID 

The ellipsoid associated with the polarization tensor ~ ~ is analogous 

to the moment-of·inertia ellipsoid. It can be ~presented by a surface whose 

equation is 

+ ( s s ) + (s s 
1
\ p p .xz zx xz 

+ (sys.) ) PxPy 

+ ((s1 sz) + (s. s1) )PyPz . 
The effects of rotating the polarization tensor about one of ita principal 

axes can be easily determined by consideration of the rotation of the 

ellipsoid cross section in the plane perpendicular to this axis. (See Fig. 2.) 

As a simple example, the x0 eigenfunction of Sx gives expectation 

values of spin products which are 

.. o. ( s2 ) = 1, 
z 

l, \
1 s s \1 = / s s) =(s s '1\ yx \yz xz 

The reciprocals of < s!) l/Z , ( s~ > l/Z , and ( s! ) l/Z are the ellipsoid 

axes and in this case form a degenerate ellipsoid, namely, a cylinder of 

radius 1 extending to plus and minus infinity along the x axis. 

If this cylinder is rotated through an angle A equal to 90 deg, the 

new ellipsoid should be a cylinder of radius 1 extending to infinity along 

the z axis. The final value of ( s; )' after rotation gives 

( T ZO) 
1 

= 1/~ (0 ... Z) = - ..fr. 
~f. 

This agrees exactly with the ( T 20 ) ~ found from the first of the rotation 

equations (lee II. Theory). 
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The ellipse corresponding to the Case B solution of the ( T JM) (6 1) 

equations for carbon gave 

(s!) -1/Z = 

for the deflected beam from the meson target. The value of (T 20 )" 

then was -0.565; the rotation equations gave (T20 )" = -0.536. 
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LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Geometry of double scattering. 

Fig. 2. Section of polarization ellipsoid in x-z plane of scattering, describing 

state of polarization after single scattering of an unpolarized beam. 
t 

The axis Pz is parallel to k 21 for the Target d beam; the axis 

" p is parallel to k 2i for the Target m beam. (See Fig. 1.) 
z 

Here S is understood to be the expectation value of the square of S . zz z 

Fig. 3. View of cyclotron and paths of polarized beams~ Designated in the 

figure are: d, target used for le.£1:'-s,caittering; 'm' target used .for.)right 

scattering; R, regenerator; M, magnetic channel; S, steering magnet; 

Q, 4-inch quadrupole; cp' premagnet collimator; and c
8 

snout 

collimator. 

Fig. 4. Pictorial representation of Target d and Target m double 

scatterings. Cones represent scattering of particles into angle 

82 at Target 2 with the darker portions indicating greater intensity 

of particles. The value of the deflection angle 11 is given in the 

~l Yt z 1 system in each figure. 

Fig. S. Variation of beam intensity with radial position of copper probe. The 

dotted curve represents one -telth the intensity of the regenerated beam 

observed with Target d and Target m withdrawn. Circles designate 

the beam from Target d; triangles, the beam from Target m. The 

position of the hole in the probe was at a radius S/8 in. greater than 

the indicated reading; the edge clipping the regenerated beam at a 

radius S in. less than indicated. 

Fig. 6. Range curve of beam scattered by Target d (beryllium). The etU"gy 

was found equal to 410 :t: Z.S Mev, and the extrapolation factor was 
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Z.Z8. The energy threshold indicates the amount of absorber (except 

for recoil correction) used for scattering measurements. 
;. .. , 

} Fig. 7. Polarized cross section vs. azimuthal angle for scattering from 
j 

I ; . 
. J 

·/· 

beryllium at an angle of 8 deg. The solid line represents Target d 

scattering; the dotted line, Target m scattering. 

Fig. 8. Cross -section parameters vs. scattering angle obtained with (a) 

a beryllium Target d and (b) a beryllium Target m at a deuteron 

energy of 410 Mev; and with (c) a carbon Target d and (d) a carbon 

Target m at deuteron energies of 416 and 4ZZ Mev, respectively. 

Solid lines indicate values obtained by normalization; dotted lines, 

by extrapolation. Errors include systematic as well as statistical 

effects. 

Fig. 9. Cross section for scattering of unpolarized deuterons (a) by beryllium 

at 410 Mev and (b) by carbon at 4ZS Mev. Experimental results are 

designated by solid circles (the size of which is greater than the 

statistical errors.) Open circles represent calculations done in the 

impulse approximation with Hafner proton amplitudes, the solid 

curve including the effect of simultaneous scattering. In (a) , the 

squares represent impulse -approximation results with Bjorklund 

amplitudes, the solid curve being associated with tie proton, and 

the dotted curve the neutron, amplitudes; both take into account 

simultaneous scattering. Triangles show the negligible effect of 

including the deuteron D state in the Hafner calculations. 

Fig. 10. Polarization components for 410-Mev deuterons scattered by 

beryllium. Errors on experimental points include statistical and 

systematic effects. Impulse-approximation calculations were 

done with Hafner proton amplitudes. The vertical arrow indicates 

the position of the diffraction minimum. ( T Zl) is zero in the 

usual impulse approximation. 
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Fig. 11. Polarization components for 4ZO-Mev deuterons scattered by 

carbon. with impulse -approximation predictions from Hafner 

proton amplitudes. Total errors are indicated. The arrow 

designates the diffraction minimum. 

Fig. lZ. Vector polarization (iT 11 ) vs momentum transfer times A l/J. 
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